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Serotonin Regulates the Secretion and Autocrine
Action of a Neuropeptide to Activate MAPK
Required for Long-Term Facilitation in Aplysia
which contributes to some long-lasting forms of hippo-
campal LTP after binding trkB receptors leading to the
activation of MAPK as well as other kinases (Kang et
al., 1997; Patterson et al., 2001; Balkowiec and Katz,
2002; Gartner and Staiger, 2002; Minichiello et al., 2002).
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Activation of specific kinases mediates changes in theNew York State Psychiatric Institute
efficacy of mechanosensory neuron synapses during1051 Riverside Drive
sensitization of defensive reflexes in Aplysia (Kandel andNew York, New York 10032
Schwartz, 1982). Sensitizing stimuli induce the release of
neuromodulatory transmitters such as serotonin (5-HT),
which in turn enhance both spontaneous and evokedSummary
transmitter release from sensory neuron terminals (for
review, see Barbas et al., 2003). Short-term synapticIn Aplysia, long-term facilitation (LTF) of sensory neu-
facilitation (minutes) by 5-HT is mediated by short-termron synapses requires activation of both protein ki-
activation of PKA and PKC (Braha et al., 1990; Sossinnase A (PKA) and mitogen-activated protein kinase
and Schwartz, 1992; Sugita et al., 1992). Longer-lasting(MAPK). We find that 5-HT through activation of PKA
forms of facilitation at sensory neuron synapses (greaterregulates secretion of the sensory neuron-specific
than 24 hr) require new mRNA and protein synthesisneuropeptide sensorin, which binds autoreceptors to
(Montarolo et al., 1986) mediated by persistent activa-activate MAPK. Anti-sensorin antibody blocked LTF
tion of PKA and MAPK (Greenberg et al., 1987; Schacherand MAPK activation produced by 5-HT and LTF pro-
et al., 1993; Sweatt and Kandel, 1989; Nazif et al., 1991;duced by medium containing sensorin that was se-
Martin et al., 1997; Michael et al., 1998; Muller and Ca-creted from sensory neurons after 5-HT treatment. A
rew, 1998; Purcell et al., 2003). These kinases phosphor-single application of 5-HT followed by a 2 hr incubation
ylate both local cytoplasmic substrates (Schuster et al.,with sensorin produced protein synthesis-dependent
1985; Martin, et al., 1997; Bailey et al., 1997; MichaelLTF, growth of new presynaptic varicosities, and acti-
et al., 1998; Angers et al., 2002, Liu et al., 2004) andvation of MAPK and its translocation into sensory neu-
transcription factors after translocation into the nucleiron nuclei. Inhibiting PKA during 5-HT applications and
of sensory neurons (Dash et al., 1990; Bacskai et al.,inhibiting receptor tyrosine kinase or MAPK during
1993; Martin et al., 1997; Bartsch et al., 1998; Yamamotosensorin application blocked both LTF and MAPK acti-
et al., 1999; Purcell et al., 2003).vation and translocation. Thus, long-term synaptic
Persistent activation of PKA is mediated first by acti-plasticity is produced when stimuli activate kinases in
vation of adenylyl cyclase (Cedar and Schwartz, 1972;a specific sequence by regulating the secretion and
Bernier et al., 1982; Goldsmith and Abrams, 1991; Changautocrine action of a neuropeptide.
et al., 2000) followed by the degradation of one of the
regulatory subunits of PKA through the ubiquitin-proteo-Introduction
some pathway (Greenberg et al., 1987; Bergold et al.,
1992; Hegde et al., 1997; Chain et al., 1999). It is notTwo signal transduction pathways, PKA and MAPK, play
known how 5-HT activates MAPK for more than 1 hr.crucial roles in long-term synaptic plasticity (English and
Martin et al. (1997) suggested that MAPK is activatedSweatt, 1997; Michael et al., 1998; Davis et al., 2000;
by release of a growth factor. Possible activators of
Huang et al., 2000; Rosenblum et al., 2002). These path-
MAPK in sensory neurons are 5-HT itself or a TGF--like
ways converge in nuclei where they phosphorylate tran-
molecule, which can produce both short-term and long-
scription factors to regulate the expression of genes term plasticity (Zhang et al., 1997; Chin et al., 1999,
that are needed to produce and maintain long-lasting 2002). Immunocytochemical evidence suggests that
changes in synaptic function (Dash et al., 1990; Martin sensory neurons express a receptor homologous to a
et al., 1997; Impey et al., 1998; Roberson et al., 1999; TGF- receptor (Chin et al., 1999). Another candidate is
Yamamoto et al., 1999; Patterson et al., 2001; Waltereit BDNF. Purcell et al. (2003) found that activation of a
and Weller, 2003). receptor tyrosine kinase is critical specifically for the
Activation of the two kinases may be initiated in paral- expression of longer-lasting forms of plasticity pro-
lel by stimulation or through crosstalk between signal duced by 5-HT and that application of mammalian BDNF
transduction pathways activated by stimulation. For ex- can produce a long-term facilitation of sensory neuron
ample, spike activity producing long-lasting forms of synapses mediated through MAPK activation. However,
LTP results in a calcium-dependent activation of PKA Aplysia TGF- and BDNF have not been identified (Lee
(Frey et al., 1993; Impey et al., 1998), which can activate et al., 2003). Moreover, the relationships between these
and translocate MAPK (Impey et al., 1998; Roberson et factors with 5-HT and the second messenger pathways
al., 1999; Patterson et al., 2001; Morozov et al., 2003; activated by 5-HT are not known.
Waltereit and Weller, 2003). Activity also enhances se- Mechanosensory neurons of Aplysia express the neu-
cretion of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), ropeptide sensorin (Brunet et al., 1991). Expression of
sensorin mRNA and protein increase at varicosities with
synapse formation and during LTF produced by 5-HT*Correspondence: sms2@columbia.edu
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Figure 1. Anti-Sensorin Antibody Stains Sen-
sory Neurons and Blocks LTF
(A and B) Anti-sensorin antibody (Ab) stains
sensory neurons selectively (A), and all stain-
ing is blocked when the Ab is preincubated
with sensorin peptide (B). Normarski photo-
micrographs (top) and fluorescent views of
cocultures processed for sensorin immuno-
chemistry. Sensory neuron varicosities stain
intensely, while all compartments of L7 are
negative. All staining is blocked when anti-
sensorin Ab is preincubated with sensorin.
Scale bar, 100 m.
(C) EPSPs recorded in L7 before (Pre) and 24
hr after (Post) the indicated treatments. Anti-
sensorin Ab blocked LTF (5  5-HT  SEN
Ab), while control Ab did not interfere with
LTF (5 5-HTCont Ab). LTF was produced
when anti-sensorin Ab was preincubated with
sensorin (5  5-HT  SEN Ab  SEN). Anti-
sensorin Ab alone did not affect baseline
EPSP. Vertical bar, 20 mV; horizontal bar,
25 ms.
(D) Summary of long-term changes in EPSP
amplitudes produced by 5  5-HT in the
presence or absence of the antibodies. AN-
OVA indicated a significant effect of the treat-
ments (df  5, 34, F  17.65, p  0.001).
Individual comparisons indicated that the
change in EPSP amplitude after 5  5-HT 
SEN Ab was not different than the change
detected after Cont Ab or SEN Ab alone but
was significantly smaller (p  0.01) than the
changes produced by 5  5-HT alone (F 
6.817), 5  5HT  Cont Ab (F  5.85), and
5  5-HT  SEN Ab  SEN (F  4.344).
(Santarelli et al., 1996; Sun et al., 2001; Hu et al., 2002; 176.6%  8.4% after 5  5-HT (n  8) or by 177.7% 
10.7% after 5  5-HT plus control rabbit IgG (controlLiu et al., 2003). We report here that treatments with
5-HT that produce LTF, through the activation of PKA, antibody; n  6). Applying anti-sensorin Ab that was
first preincubated with an approximately equimolar con-regulate the secretion of sensorin. Sensorin binds an
autoreceptor that leads to the activation and transloca- centration of sensorin peptide, which blocks immunore-
activity in sensory neurons (Figure 1B), for 30 min beforetion of MAPK essential for the expression of LTF. The
ability of sensorin to activate and translocate MAPK also application to the cultures failed to block the increase
in EPSP amplitude produced by 5  5-HT (168.0% requires PKA activity.
14.4%; n  6). Anti-sensorin (n  6) or control Ab (n 
6) did not change baseline synaptic transmission (Fig-Results
ures 1C and 1D). Thus, it appears that sensorin released
from sensory neurons is essential for LTF produced byRelease of Sensorin from Sensory Neurons
5  5-HT.Is Essential for LTF
Repeated applications of 5-HT enhance the secretionLTF that was produced at sensory neuron synapses
of sensorin. Cultures containing five L7 neurons and 25following five applications of 5-HT (5  5-HT) over a
to 30 sensory neurons (Figure 2A) were treated first with2 hr period is dependent on new protein and mRNA
control applications, incubated with medium for 2 hr,synthesis and is accompanied by the formation of new
treated with 5  5-HT, and then incubated with mediumsensory neuron varicosities (Montarolo et al., 1986;
for an additional 2 hr. Following control or 5-HT treat-Glanzman et al., 1990). Many of these new sensory neu-
ments, a small volume of medium near the cells wasron varicosities are immunoreactive for the neuropep-
removed after each 2 hr incubation with culture medium.tide sensorin (Santarelli et al., 1996 and Figures 1A and
Immunoblots indicated that sensorin was secreted in1B). We tested whether secretion of sensorin contrib-
response to 5-HT (n  5), while little or no sensorin wasutes to the increase in EPSP amplitude produced by 5
detected in the medium by the same cultures following5-HT by incubating cultures with anti-sensorin antibody
control treatment (Figure 2B). Since sensory neurons do(Ab) that stains sensory neuron cell bodies and varicosi-
not fire action potentials spontaneously, 5-HT producesties but not L7 (Figures 1A and 1B).
an increase in the spontaneous or constitutive releaseApplication of anti-sensorin Ab (400 ng/ml) blocked
of sensorin.LTF (Figures 1C and 1D). Incubation with the Ab reduced
Sensorin does not evoke changes in membrane po-the change in EPSP amplitude produced by 5  5-HT
to 107.8%  2.6% (n  8) compared to increases of tential or input resistance in the cells or short-term facili-
Sensorin Activates MAPK in Aplysia
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Figure 2. Sensorin Is Released Following
5  5-HT
(A) Nomarski contrast photomicrograph of a
culture with five L7 and 27 sensory neurons
(smaller cells) that was taken immediately
after control treatment and incubation and
prior to 5  5-HT and incubation. Scale bar,
100 m.
(B) Sensorin peptide is present at high levels
in culture medium after 5 5-HT. The positive
control (P-control) lane contains 50 ng of pep-
tide dissolved in culture medium. Other lanes
are derived from two mass cultures and con-
tain samples of conditioned medium after
control applications (Control) and after 5 
5-HT. Control samples have no detectable
sensorin peptide (than 2 ng). The Ab cross-
reacts with another band above 75 kDa in
all hemolymph medium samples. Since the original antigen injected into the rabbit was linked to KLH, the polyclonal anti-sensorin Ab recognizes
a protein found in hemolymph (Liu and Schwartz, personal communication).
tation (data not shown). Cultures were incubated with conditioned by cultures for 2 hr after washout of 5 
5-HT (Exp Med; n 9), or (3) with medium conditioned bysensorin (up to 200 ng/ml) for 15 min with or without a
single application of 5-HT (1  5-HT; 5 M for 5 min). cultures after washout of 5 5-HT but first preincubated
with the anti-sensorin Ab (Exp Med  Sen Ab; n  8).Incubation with sensorin alone (n  4) failed to alter
membrane potentials or input resistances, to produce LTF was produced only when cultures were exposed to
medium conditioned by cultures exposed to 5-HT. Thea change in baseline EPSP amplitude, or to affect short-
term facilitation after 1  5-HT (n  4). Sensorin also EPSP amplitude increased to 140.0%  7.4% compare
to changes of 102.4%  1.5% or 106.4%  4.7% fordid not prolong short-term facilitation after washout of
the 5-HT. Incubation with anti-sensorin antibody af- cultures exposed to control medium or experimental
medium preincubated with anti-sensorin antibody, re-fected neither baseline EPSP amplitude (n  4) nor the
increase in EPSP amplitude produced by 5-HT (n  spectively. Thus, 5  5-HT regulates and recruits sen-
sorin secretion to produce LTF. The ability of sensorin4). Thus, sensorin does not contribute to the cellular
changes associated with short-term facilitation (lasting to produce LTF, however, requires the priming action
of 5-HT. The temporal specificity required for producingminutes) produced by 1  5-HT.
LTF (5-HT then sensorin) suggests that sequential acti-
vation of separate second messenger pathways is es-Sensorin Produces LTF After a Single
Application of 5-HT sential for LTF.
LTF produced by 1  5-HT  sensorin has two fea-We next examined whether sensorin produces LTF.
Since the protocol for producing LTF with 5  5-HT tures that are characteristic of LTF produced by 5 
5-HT: it requires new protein synthesis and is accompa-takes about 2 hr, we tested whether a 2 hr incubation
with sensorin could mimic the actions of 5  5-HT. A nied by the formation of new sensory neuron varicosi-
ties. Incubation with anisomycin (10 M; n  6) or rapa-2 hr incubation with sensorin (100 ng/ml) produced a
significant change in EPSP amplitude measured 24 hr mycin (50 nM; n 6) blocked LTF produced 1 5-HT
sensorin (Figure 4). Anisomycin reduced the change inlater if applied after the cultures were first exposed to
a single 5 min application of 5-HT (1  5-HT  SEN; EPSP amplitude to 101.7%  4.1%, and rapamycin re-
duced the change in EPSP amplitude to 105.2% 5.1%Figures 3A and 3B). This treatment increased EPSP am-
plitude by 169.7%6.6% (n12). LTF was produced by compared to an increase of 166.4%  8.6% observed
in cultures without inhibitors (n  6). The number ofthe actions of sensorin, because preincubating sensorin
with its antibody at approximately equimolar concentra- sensory neuron varicosities contacting L7 24 hr after
treatment with 1 5-HT sensorin (Figure 5) increasedtion before bath application failed to produce LTF (1 
5-HT  SEN  SEN Ab; 103.5%  3.1%; n  7). Treat- by 24.1% 2.5% (n 5). Reversing the order of applica-
tion (n  5) or applying sensorin that was inactivatedment first with 5-HT followed by sensorin was required
for LTF, since reversing the order of application failed by preincubation with anti-sensorin Ab (n  5) failed to
produce a significant increase in sensory neuron vari-to produce LTF (SEN  1  5-HT; 101.5%  2.7%; n 
11). Application of 1  5-HT (5 min; n  7) or sensorin cosities (5.0%  1.0% or 3.2%  2.0%, respectively).
Thus, LTF produced by 15-HT sensorin is accompa-(2 hr; n  7) also failed to produce LTF (103.7%  2.3%
and 100.3%  2.3%, respectively). nied by the same cellular changes as that produced
by 5  5-HT, including growth and formation of newMedium conditioned by mass cultures after their treat-
ment with 5  5-HT that resulted in the secretion of presynaptic varicosities.
sensorin (see Figure 2) produces LTF in “naive” cultures
after 1  5-HT (Figures 3C and 3D). Cultures were ex- Sensorin Activates MAPK Required for LTF
After PKA Activated by 5-HTposed to 1  5-HT and then incubated for 2 hr with (1)
medium conditioned by cultures for 2 hr after washout The priming effect produced by 5-HT is mediated by
the activation of PKA (Figure 6). Since 5-HT activatesof control treatments (Cont Med; n 8), (2) with medium
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Figure 3. LTF Is Produced by Sensorin After
1  5-HT
(A) EPSPs were recorded in L7 before (Pre)
and 24 hr after (Post) indicated treatments.
LTF is produced by 2 hr application of sen-
sorin after a 5 min application of 5-HT (1 
5-HT SEN). LTF is not produced by 1 5-HT,
sensorin alone, or by reversing the order of
application (SEN  1  5-HT). Preincubating
sensorin with anti-sensorin Ab blocked LTF.
Vertical bar, 20 mV; horizontal bar, 25 ms.
(B) Summary of long-term changes in EPSP
amplitudes produced by 5-HT  sensorin.
ANOVA indicated a significant effect of treat-
ment (df  4, 39, F  53.562, p  0.001).
Individual comparisons indicated that the
change in EPSP amplitude produced by 1 
5-HT  SEN was significantly greater (p 
0.01) than that produced by 1  5-HT (F 
25.873), sensorin (F  28.644), 1  5-HT 
SEN  SEN Ab (F  25.873), or SEN  1 
5-HT (F  35.937).
(C) LTF is produced when conditioned me-
dium with sensorin is applied after 1  5-HT.
EPSPs were recorded in L7 before (Pre) and
24 hr after (Post) indicated treatments. LTF
was produced only when cultures were incu-
bated with medium conditioned by mass cul-
tures treated with 5  5-HT. Preincubating
conditioned medium with anti-sensorin Ab
blocked LTF. Vertical bar, 20 mV; horizontal
bar, 25 ms.
(D) Summary of long-term changes in EPSP
amplitudes produced by 1 5-HTmedium
conditioned by cultures treated with 5 5-HT
(see Figure 2B). ANOVA indicated a signifi-
cant effect of treatment (df  2, 22, F 
14.103, p  0.001). Individual comparisons indicated that change in EPSP amplitudes for cultures incubated with conditioned medium from
cells treated with 5  5-HT (Exp Med.) was significantly greater (p  0.01) than the change detected for cultures incubated with conditioned
medium from cells treated with control applications (Cont Med., F  11.49) and for cultures incubated with conditioned medium from cells
treated with 5  5-HT that was first treated with anti-sensorin Ab (Exp Med.  Sen Ab, F  8.475).
several kinases, we examined whether LTF produced In contrast, applying KT5720 during the sensorin appli-
cation (n 7) failed to block LTF (change in EPSP ampli-by 1  5-HT  sensorin required the activation of PKA,
PKC, or MAPK (Figure 6). We first applied an inhibitor tude of 167.3%  8.6%). Blocking PKC did not interfere
with LTF. Applying chelerythrine either during 5-HT (nof PKA (KT5720) or PKC (chelerythrine) at two different
time points: before and during 1  5-HT or during sen- 8) or sensorin applications (n  8) had little effect on
the change in EPSP amplitudes (159.6%  4.0% orsorin application and tested the change in EPSP ampli-
tude 24 hr later. Applying KT5720 during the 5-HT appli- 161.0%  3.2%, respectively).
LTF produced by 1 5-HT sensorin requires MAPKcation blocked LTF; it reduced significantly the change
in EPSP amplitude 24 hr later (102.7%  2.2%; n  7). activation by sensorin (Figure 6). We examined whether
Figure 4. Sensorin-Induced LTF Requires
New Protein Synthesis
(A) EPSPs were recorded in L7 before (Pre)
and 24 hr after (Post) indicated treatments.
LTF is blocked when 1 5-HT Sen is given
in the presence of either anisomycin or rapa-
mycin. Vertical bar, 20 mV; horizontal bar,
25 ms.
(B) Summary of the effects of protein synthe-
sis inhibitors on LTF produced by 1 5-HT
SEN. ANOVA indicated a significant effect of
treatment (df  2, 15, F  31.489, p  0.01).
Individual comparisons indicated that LTF
was produced (p  0.01) when cultures were
treated with 1  5-HT  SEN but not with
anisomycin (F  24.898) or rapamycin (F 
22.263).
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Figure 5. Sensorin-Induced LTF Is Accompanied by an Increase in Sensory Neuron Varicosities
(A) Nomarski contrast micrograph of a coculture after 5 days. This culture was treated with 1  5-HT  SEN (see [C]). Scale bar, 50 m.
(B) Summary of the change (%) in the number of sensory neuron varicosities contacting L7’s axon 24 hr after treatment. ANOVA indicated a
significant effect of treatment (df  2, 12, F  27.681, p  0.001). Individual comparisons indicated that the change produced by 1  5-HT 
SEN was significantly greater (p  0.01) than SEN  1  5-HT (F  18.506) and 1  5-HT  SEN  SEN Ab (F  22.792).
(C) 1  5-HT  SEN increase varicosity number, while SEN  1  5-HT or 1  5-HT  (SEN  SEN Ab) do not. The fluorescence micrographs
reveal neurites and varicosities of sensory neurons contacting major processes of L7 before and 24 hr after treatments. New varicosities (e.g.,
box in middle panel of Post column) formed after 1  5-HT  sensorin. Scale bar, 20 m.
incubating cultures with the MAPK inhibitor U0126 dur- change in EPSP amplitude was only 103.3%  4.6%.
In contrast, the EPSP amplitude increased significantlying 1  5-HT or sensorin affected the changes in EPSP
amplitude 24 hr later (Figure 6). Incubation with U0126 when U0126 was applied during 5-HT application
(166.3%  10.9%; n  7). Thus, activating the sameduring sensorin application (n  7) blocked LTF; the
Figure 6. Sensorin-Induced LTF Is Mediated
by Sequential Activation of PKA and MAPK
(A) EPSPs were recorded in L7 before (Pre)
and 24 hr after (Post) the indicated treat-
ments. Chelerythrine, KT5720, or U0126 were
added to cultures either before and during
5-HT or during sensorin incubation. The PKC
inhibitor chelerythrine failed to block LTF.
KT5720 blocked LTF only when applied dur-
ing 5-HT, (KT5720  5-HT)  SEN, while
U0126 blocked LTF only when applied during
sensorin, 5-HT (U0126 SEN). Vertical bar,
20 mV; horizontal bar, 25 ms.
(B) Summary of long-term changes in EPSP
amplitudes produced by 1 5-HT sensorin
in the presence of different kinase inhibitors.
ANOVA indicated a significant effect of treat-
ment (df  5, 38, F  22.714, p  0.001).
Individual comparisons indicated that LTF
was blocked (p  0.01) when the PKA inhibi-
tor was present during the 5-HT application
(F 8.133) or when MAPK inhibitor was pres-




Figure 7. PKA Regulates Sensorin Release and Its Activation and Translocation of MAPK
(A and B) Activation and translocation of MAPK by 5-HT or raising cAMP are mediated by sensorin. Each fluorescence micrograph in (A) is
a staining of phosphorylated MAPK-like immunoreactivity in sensory neuron cell bodies fixed 1 hr after treatment. Overall staining and especially
nuclear staining increases after 5  5-HT  control Ab and after Sp cAMP  control Ab. Little change in staining is seen after 5  5-HT or
Sp cAMP  anti-sensorin Ab. Summary of phorphorylated MAPK-like immunoreactivity in the whole cell and nuclei is shown in (B). ANOVA
indicated an overall effect of treatment (df  5, 26, F  22.57, p  0.001). Individual comparisons indicated that 5  5-HT, 5  5-HT  Cont
Ab, and Sp cAMP  Cont Ab had significantly more cell-wide and nuclear staining compared to their matched controls (p  0.01). Staining
(cell-wide and nuclear) after 5  5-HT  Sen Ab or Sp cAMP  Sen Ab were not significantly different than the staining found in control cells.
(C and D) Activation of PKA by 1  5-HT is critical for MAPK activation and translocation produced by 1 5-HT sensorin. Each fluorescence
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kinases critical for LTF produced by 5  5-HT, PKA and (n  6). The difference in overall staining was 192%
(46.5  3.1 versus 24.0  1.5 intensity units), and theMAPK, are required for LTF produced by 1  5-HT 
difference in nuclear staining was 357% (66.8  2.3sensorin. Moreover, the LTF produced by 1  5-HT 
versus 18.7  1.0 units). Either 5-HT or Sp cAMP pro-sensorin first requires PKA activation by 5-HT followed
duced no significant change in staining in L7 (data notby MAPK activation by sensorin.
shown). These results indicate that the activation and
translocation of MAPK by cAMP is also mediated by theSensorin Binds Autoreceptors Leading to MAPK
release of sensorin and that sensorin acts downstreamActivation and Translocation
of the increase in cAMP produced by 5-HT.Purcell et al. (2003) and Martin et al. (1997) found that
After 1  5-HT, incubation with sensorin can substi-repeated applications of 5-HT, repeated sensitizing
tute for additional applications of 5-HT in producingstimuli, or increasing cAMP levels in sensory neurons
LTF (see Figures 3–5), but the application of 5-HT mustactivated and translocated MAPK into the nuclei of sen-
precede sensorin. We therefore tested whether sensorinsory neurons. We tested whether 5-HT or raising cAMP
applied after 1 5-HT can substitute for additional 5-HTactivate and translocate MAPK into nuclei of sensory
applications in activating MAPK (Figures 7C and 7D).neurons cultured with L7 through the release of sensorin.
Treatment with 1  5-HT  sensorin (n  5) resulted inWe used immunocytochemical methods for detecting
significant staining for phosphorylated MAPK both inall forms of MAPK p42/44 or only phosphorylated forms
the entire cell body and in sensory neuron nuclei com-of the MAPK p42/44 (Murray et al., 1998). The distribu-
pared to the staining found by reversing the order oftion of MAPK in sensory neuron cell bodies was exam-
applications (sensorin  1  5-HT; n  5), a treatmentined 1 hr after treatments.
that also fails to produce LTF. The difference in intensity
Phosphorylation and translocation of MAPK by 5 
for cell-wide staining was 172% (48.7  3.1 versus
5-HT was significantly reduced by anti-sensorin Ab (Fig-
28.3  1.9 intensity units) and was 332% for nuclear
ure 7A and 7B). Staining for phosphorylated MAPK in-
staining (67.8  4.4 versus 20.4  1.7 units).
creased with 5  5-HT (n  5) compared to 5  control We next examined whether activation of PKA by 1 
applications (n  5). The increase in the cell body was 5-HT was required for sensorin to activate and translo-
180% (47.9  3.2 versus 26.7  1.3 intensity units), and cate MAPK (Figures 7C and 7D). We applied KT5720,
the increase in the nucleus was 350% (67.3 4.7 versus either during 5-HT application or during sensorin appli-
19.0  1.0 units). When cultures were treated with anti- cation. Staining for phospho-MAPK immunoreactivity
sensorin Ab (n  5), 5  5-HT failed to increase staining was significantly lower when the PKA inhibitor was ap-
intensity for phosphorylated MAPK (24.2  1.7 and plied during 5-HT (26.8  1.7 versus 46.1  3.4 pixel
18.2  1.1, respectively) compared to the increase in intensity units for cell-wide staining and 19.7  1.3 ver-
staining observed when 5 5-HT was applied with con- sus 66.23.8 units for nuclear staining; n 7) compared
trol antibodies (190% or 46.5  3.1 units overall and to staining for phosphorylated MAPK when the inhibitor
360% or 66.1  3.7 units in the nucleus; n  5). Thus, was added during sensorin (n  7). The PKC inhibitor
LTF and activation and translocation of MAPK in sensory chelerythrine applied either during 5-HT or sensorin in-
neurons by 5 5-HT are mediated by increased sen- cubations failed to interfere with MAPK activation or
sorin secretion. translocation (data not shown). Thus, phosphorylation
Increasing cAMP in sensory neurons obviates the and translocation of MAPK by sensorin requires activa-
need for 5-HT to produce LTF and growth of new sensory tion of PKA by 5-HT.
neuron varicosities (Schacher et al., 1993). Incubation The increase in phosphorylated forms did not appear
with Sp cAMP, a nonhydrolyzable analog of cAMP, pro- to result from an increase in total MAPK expression
duces LTF and translocation of MAPK in sensory neu- (Figures 7E and 7F). Immunocytochemical staining with
rons (Martin et al., 1997). We tested whether the effects primary antibody recognizing all forms of MAPK showed
on MAPK produced by increasing cAMP were mediated translocation into the cell body after 5  5-HT or 1 
by the release of sensorin (Figures 7A and 7B). Sp cAMP 5-HT  sensorin (reduction in cytoplasmic staining ac-
(1 hr at 50 M) incubated with anti-sensorin Ab (n  companied by an increase in nuclear staining) but failed
6) resulted in less staining for phosphorylated MAPK to change overall cell-wide intensity: overall intensity of
79.9  3.5 units after 5  5-HT (n  7) compared tocompared to Sp cAMP incubated with control antibody
micrograph in (C) is the staining of phosphorylated MAPK-like immunoreactivity in sensory neuron cell bodies fixed 1 hr after treatment. Cell-
wide and nuclear staining increase after 1  5-HT  sensorin (5-HT  SEN) compared to the staining observed when the order of applications
is reversed (SEN 5-HT). Blocking PKA during 5-HT, but not during the sensorin, blocked the increase in staining. Summary of phosphorylated
MAPK-like immunoreactivity in the whole cell and nuclei is shown in (D). ANOVA indicated an overall effect of treatment (df  5, 28, F 
23.038, p  0.01 including sensory neurons cultured alone). Individual comparisons indicated that staining was significantly greater (p  0.01)
with 1  5-HT  SEN compared to SEN  1  5-HT. Blocking PKA during 5-HT reduced staining significantly (p  0.01) compared to blocking
PKA during sensorin incubation.
(E and F) 5-HT and sensorin lead to redistribution of MAPK without changing the overall expression of MAPK. Each fluorescence micrograph
in (E) is the staining of all forms of MAPK-like immunoreactivity in sensory neuron cell bodies fixed 1 hr after treatment. 5 5-HT and 1 5-HT
SEN increase staining in nuclei and decrease staining in the cytoplasm. Scale bar, 20 m. Summary of overall MAPK-like immunoreactivity in
whole cell, nuclei, and cytoplasm is shown in (F). ANOVA indicated no significant effect on cell-wide staining, but a significant effect of
treatment on redistribution (df  3, 24, F  40.451, p  0.001). Individual comparisons indicated that nuclear staining was significantly greater
(p  0.01) after 5  5-HT (F  18.086) and 5-HT  SEN (F  11.315), while cytoplasmic staining was significantly greater after Control (F 
16.24) and SEN  5-HT (F  16.428).
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Figure 8. K252a Blocks LTF and MAPK Acti-
vation and Translocation
(A and B) K252a blocks LTF when applied
after 5  5-HT or during sensorin incubation.
EPSPs were recorded in L7 before (Pre) and
24 hr after (Post) treatments (A). K252a was
added to cultures 1 hr before and during the
first three applications of 5-HT (K252a 
5-HT), during the last three applications of
5-HT and 1 hr after (5-HT  K252a), before
and during 1 5-HT, (5-HT  K252a)  SEN,
or during sensorin, 5-HT  (SEN  K252a).
LTF was blocked only when K252a was pres-
ent after 5  5-HT or during sensorin incuba-
tion. Vertical bar, 20 mV; horizontal bar, 25 ms.
Summary of the effects of K252a on LTF are
described in (B). ANOVA indicated a signifi-
cant effect of treatment (df 4, 31; F 38.986;
p  0.001). Individual comparisons indicated
that K252a applied after 5  5-HT blocked
LTF compared to K252a applied before 5 
5-HT (F  16.387; p  0.01). K252a applied
during sensorin application reduced signifi-
cantly (p  0.01) the change in EPSP com-
pared to no treatment with K252a (F 14.949)
or compared to K252a applied only during
5-HT (F  17.028).
(C and D) K252a blocks MAPK activation and
translocation produced by sensorin or Sp
cAMP. Each fluorescence micrograph in (C)
displays staining for phosphorylated MAPK-
like immunoreactivity in sensory neuron cell
bodies in cultures that were fixed 1 hr after
treatment. (5-HT  K252a)  SEN increased
staining compared to other treatments.
5-HT  (SEN  K252a) or with Sp cAMP (Sp
cAMP K252a) produced control level stain-
ing. Scale bar, 25m. Summary of phosphor-
ylated MAPK-like immunoreactivity is shown in (D). ANOVA indicated an overall effect of treatment (df 3, 27, F  10.993, p  0.01). Individual
comparisons indicated that both cell-wide (F  17.745) and nuclear staining (F  66.028) were significantly greater (p  0.01) when cells were
treated with (5-HT  K252a)  SEN. K252a applied during incubation with Sp cAMP also blocked (p  0.01) the increase in cell-wide staining
(F  13.295) and nuclear staining (F  59.895).
77.6  3.0 units after control (n  7) and 77.4  2.7 and 1 hr before treatment (K252a  5-HT) or during the
last three applications of 5 5-HT and 1 hr after (5-HTunits after 1  5-HT  sensorin (n  7) compared to
76.7  3.0 units after sensorin  1  5-HT. Thus, the K252a). LTF was blocked only when K252a was present
1 hr after 5-HT (Figures 8A and 8B). K252a present beforeincrease in phosphorylated MAPK was not accompa-
nied by an increase in total MAPK. and during the first three applications of 5-HT (n  7)
failed to interfere with LTF; EPSP amplitude increasedSensorin operates through autoreceptors; activation
and translocation of MAPK by 1  5-HT sensorin also by 167.3%  7.7%. In contrast, K252a present for 1 hr
after 5-HT (n  6) blocked LTF; change in EPSP ampli-occurred in sensory neurons cultured by themselves
(data not shown). Staining intensity for phospho-MAPK tude was only 106.7%  3.8%. This sensitivity to K252a
inhibition coincided with the period when sensorin se-immunoreactivity was significantly greater when sen-
sorin was applied after 5-HT (n  5) compared to when cretion was high (see Figure 2B). We therefore examined
whether K252a interferes with LTF produced by 1 it was applied before 5-HT (n  5) (36.7  2.1 versus
22.5  1.8 units for cell-wide staining and 54.2  4.1 5-HT  sensorin. K252a was applied before and during
1  5-HT or during sensorin application. LTF wasversus 18.5  1.2 units for staining in the nucleus). Iso-
lated sensory neurons also show significant increases in blocked only when the drug was present during sensorin
application (Figures 8A and 8B). EPSP amplitude in-MAPK phosphorylation and translocation when treated
with 5  5-HT and Sp cAMP, and these increases were creased by 155.9%  6.0% when K252a was present
during the 5-HT application, (K252a 5-HT) SEN (nalso blocked by anti-sensorin antibody (data not shown).
Purcell et al. (2003) suggested that MAPK activation 8), which was not significantly different from the increase
in EPSP amplitude of 156.8%  4.7% when culturesby 5-HT is mediated by activation of a receptor tyrosine
kinase. We tested whether K252a, an inhibitor of trk- were treated with 1  5-HT  sensorin (n  6). In con-
trast, K252a incubation during sensorin, 5-HT like receptor tyrosine kinases (Tapley et al., 1992),
blocks LTF produced by 55-HT or 1 5-HT sensorin (K252a  Sen) blocked LTF; the change in EPSP ampli-
tude was 101.7%  2.7% (n  9). LTF produced by 5 (Figures 8A and 8B). K252a (100 nM) was applied for 2
hr either during the first three applications of 5  5–HT 5-HT or by 1  5-HT  sensorin requires the activation
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of a trk-like receptor. The block by K252a is effective secretion regulated by 5-HT is required for LTF. LTF is
produced by 1  5-HT  sensorin (synthetic form orimmediately after 5-HT, when sensorin secretion is high.
MAPK activation and translocation were also blocked native peptide released by sensory neurons into the
medium following 5-HT). This LTF has properties thatwhen K252a was present during sensorin application
(Figures 8C and 8D). Staining for phospho-MAPK immu- are similar to those produced by 5  5-HT. Sensorin-
induced LTF depends on general protein synthesisnoreactivity was significantly higher both cell-wide
(185%) and in nuclei (305%) when K252a was present (Montarolo et al., 1986) and the more selective transla-
tion that is rapamycin-sensitive (Yanow et al., 1998;during 5-HT application (n 7; 47.9 3.2 intensity units
for staining cell-wide and 63.6  3.7 units for staining Khan et al., 2001), which contributes to the longer-last-
ing forms of LTF (Casadio et al., 1999). The block of LTFin nuclei) compared to that observed when K252a was
present during sensorin application (n  9; 25.8  1.7 at 24 hr by rapamycin is likely to result from the actions
of rapamycin on the translation of proteins in both neu-units for staining cell-wide and 20.8 1.4 units for stain-
ing in nuclei). Activation and translocation of MAPK by rites and the cell bodies. Sensorin-induced LTF is ac-
companied by the formation of new sensory neuron vari-Sp cAMP, mediated by the release of sensorin (see Fig-
ure 7), were also blocked by K252a (n  8, Figures 8E cosities. Varicosities that form on the major processes
of L7 have active zones (Glanzman et al., 1989, 1990),and 8F). Staining for phospho-MAPK immunoreactivity
remained low when Sp cAMP was combined with K252a stain with sensorin immunoreactivity (Santarelli et al.,
1996; Liu et al., 2003), and contain other features that(28.3 1.8 and 21.7 1.3 units, respectively) compared
with K252a alone (n 7; 24.6 1.9 and 20.3 2.0 units, are characteristic of release sites (Kim et al., 2003). Thus,
the actions of sensorin are reminiscent of neurotrophinsrespectively). LTF and the activation and translocation
of MAPK by sensorin require the activation of a trk-like such as BDNF, which can be released from presynaptic
terminals (Kohara et al., 2001; Balkowiec and Katz, 2002;receptor after PKA activation.
Zakharenko et al., 2003) and contributes to some long-
lasting forms of LTP in hippocampus (Kang and Schu-Discussion
man, 1995; Lessmann et al., 2003). Zhang et al. (1997)
reported that a TGF--like molecule contributes to LTFOur findings indicate that LTF at sensory neuron syn-
of sensory neuron synapses. Sensorin does not appearapses produced by 5-HT requires the secretion of sen-
to act through this pathway, since TGF- has acute effectssorin. With repeated applications of 5-HT, increases in
on sensory neurons (Chin et al., 2002) while sensorin doescAMP and PKA activity regulate the secretion of sen-
not. Interestingly, TGF- regulates the expression of bothsorin and prime the sensorin signaling pathway leading
BDNF and trkB receptors in hippocampal neurons (So-to the activation and translocation of MAPK into sensory
metani et al., 2001). Perhaps a TGF--like molecule re-neuron nuclei, which is essential for LTF. Thus, long-
leased from the cells or present in hemolymph acts toterm plasticity at this synapse develops when stimuli are
regulate the expression of sensorin and its receptor.sufficient to recruit the secretion and autocrine action of
a neuropeptide to orchestrate the sequential activation
of additional kinases. Sensorin Activates an Autoreceptor to Activate
and Translocate MAPK
Activation of PKA and MAPK and their translocation into5-HT Regulates Sensorin Secretion
Critical for LTF nuclei are critical events in mediating changes in gene
expression that are required for long-term synaptic plas-The neuropeptide sensorin is synthesized in mechano-
sensory neurons in several invertebrates (Steffensen et ticity both in Aplysia and hippocampus (Martin et al.,
1997; Yamamoto et al., 1999; Patterson et al., 2001).al., 1995; Walters et al., 2004). Brunet et al. (1991) found
that sensorin may be released from sensory neurons by Our results suggest that activation of PKA by 5-HT is
required both for sensorin secretion and for sensorin toelectrical activity, since action potentials evoked post-
synaptic responses in some follower cells as application activate a signaling pathway that includes activation of
a receptor tyrosine kinase and MAPK.of exogenous sensorin. Our results suggest that 5 
5-HT increases sensorin secretion. Treatments with 5 LTF, formation of new presynaptic varicosities, and
activation and translocation of MAPK by sensorin de-5-HT produce an increase in the frequency of synaptic
vesicle fusions evoking miniature excitatory potentials pend on its application after cells are first exposed to
at least one application of 5-HT. Reversing the order of(Dale et al., 1988). Thus, an increase in the probability
of fusion of vesicles containing sensorin may contribute application fails to produce these changes. This se-
quence specificity indicated that some action of 5-HTto the increase in sensorin secretion. Vesicular release
of sensorin may also contribute to activity-dependent primes the cells to respond to sensorin. Purcell et al.
(2003) also found that overlapping 5-HT with BDNF pro-forms of plasticity expressed at sensory neuron syn-
apses. The released sensorin does not produce acute duced LTF at sensory neuron synapses in the intact
nervous system, raising the possibility of an interactionchanges in membrane polarization or input resistance
in sensory neurons or L7 or affect short-term facilitation between the neurotrophin and 5-HT signaling pathways.
Our results indicate that PKA activity enhanced by 5-HTlasting minutes produced by 1  5-HT. Thus, sensorin
secretion and its signaling pathway are utilized to pro- is upstream of sensorin release, activation of a trk-like
receptor, and activation and translocation of MAPK.duce LTF and are not required for short-term facilitation
(Emptage and Carew, 1993; Sutton and Carew, 2000). Sensorin acts on autoreceptors, since MAPK activation
in sensory neuron cell bodies and its translocation intoOur finding that sensorin can substitute for additional
applications of 5-HT supports the result that sensorin nuclei are detected even when sensory neurons are cul-
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tured alone. Sensorin binding appears to activate a trk- (Casadio et al., 1999; Schacher et al., 1999; Hu et al.,
2002; Sun et al., 2001; Khan et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2003;like receptor, since incubation with K252a immediately
after 5HT or during sensorin or Sp cAMP applications Moccia et al., 2003; Si et al., 2003). The local activation
of kinases by 5-HT and sensorin may also regulate localinterferes with LTF and MAPK activation and transloca-
tion. Inhibiting PKA selectively during the application of degradation of cell adhesion molecules (Zhu et al., 1995;
Bailey et al., 1997) and the phosphorylation of key cyto-5-HT also blocks sensorin-induced LTF and activation
and translocation of MAPK in sensory neurons. In con- skeletal or synaptic vesicle substrates that depend on
type II PKA interactions (Angers et al., 2002; Liu et al.,trast, activation of PKC by 5-HT, which does not appear
to contribute to LTF produced by 5  5-HT (Schacher 2004). The local phosphorylating activities of kinases
at the terminals must be coordinated with the eventset al., 1993; Hu et al., 2002), does not participate in any
significant manner to the LTF or the MAPK activation in initiated in the cell body and nucleus to direct and main-
tain long-lasting functional and structural changes atsensory neurons produced by sensorin. Although our
results suggest that a brief activation of PKA is sufficient the activated synapses.
to allow exogenous sensorin to produce LTF, the persis-
Experimental Procedurestent PKA activation that is critical for LTF (Chain et al.,
1999) may be required to regulate sensorin secretion
Cell Culture and Electrophysiologyand signaling. This is supported by our results showing
Sensory neurons were isolated from pleural ganglia dissected from
that raising cAMP levels and PKA activation are up- adult animals (60–80 g), and L7s were isolated from juvenile abdomi-
stream of both sensorin secretion and trk-like recep- nal ganglia (2 g) and maintained in coculture for 5 days (Montarolo
tor activation. et al., 1986). Standard electrophysiological techniques were used
to record EPSP amplitudes evoked in L7 (Schacher et al., 1993).The mediation of PKA in the activation of MAPK by
L7s were held at 85 mV. EPSP amplitudes were recorded before5-HT is not required in all circumstances, however. Dyer
and 24 hr after various treatments. Changes in EPSP amplitudeset al. (2003) reported that activation of MAPK by 5-HT
were measured by dividing the posttreatment EPSP amplitude by
in acutely excised sensory neuron clusters is indepen- the pretreatment EPSP amplitude  100%. No change in amplitude
dent of both PKA and PKC phosphorylation. Acutely is represented as 100%. Short-term facilitation was tested by incu-
excised sensory neurons may undergo an injury re- bating cultures for 15 min with control antibody, anti-sensorin anti-
body, or sensorin with or without 5 min of 5M 5-HT before retestingsponse involving the activation of kinases (Bedi et al.,
the EPSP amplitude. We used 200 ng/ml of sensorin, since no short-1998; Lin et al., 2003), which may prime the sensory
term change was produced with the lower concentration that pro-neurons into responding to 5-HT with MAPK activation.
duced long-term facilitation. Changes in membrane potentials and
input resistance produced by incubation with sensorin or anti-sen-
Sequential Activation of Specific Kinases sorin antibody for 15 min were measured with intracellular elec-
trodes as sensory neurons or L7 were maintained at resting potentialby Recruiting the Autocrine Action of Sensorin
(45 mV for sensory neuron and 50 mV for L7).Our data suggest an interaction between two signal
transduction pathways that are critical for the expres-
Drug Treatmentssion of long-term synaptic plasticity. The activation of
LTF was produced by 5  5-HT (5 min at final concentration of 5PKA in sensory neurons by repeated 5-HT applications
M) applied at 20 min intervals. Cultures were rinsed after each
regulates sensorin secretion and the autocrine actions application over a 90 s period with 10 ml of a 1:1 mixture of L15
of this neuropeptide that lead to the phosphorylation medium and seawater. This washes out 5-HT to limit synapse facili-
tation to 5 min and excitability changes to 1 min after 1  5-HT andand translocation of MAPK essential for LTF. The persis-
fails to produce LTF. Cultures were also exposed to 1 5-HT lastingtent activation of PKA (Greenberg et al., 1987; Muller
5 min, a rapid rinse in L15-seawater medium (10 ml in 90 s), followedand Carew, 1998; Liu et al., 2004) may regulate the con-
by 2 hr incubation with sensorin B peptide (Brunet et al., 1991)stitutive release of sensorin by phosphorylating sub-
(TRSKNNVPRRFPRARYRVGYMF-NH2) at 100 ng/ml dissolved in L15strate proteins such as synapsin (Angers et al., 2002) seawater. We used sensorin B instead of sensorin A since the shorter
and others that are known to regulate the release of sensorin A peptide is the carboxyl end of the longer sensorin B
and sensorin B was our antigen. Some cultures were treated withneurotransmitters or neuropeptides (Goodman et al.,
sensorin first followed by 5-HT using the same procedure. Culture1996; Han et al., 1999; Jovanovic et al., 2000) or other
medium conditioned by mass cultures (5 L7s with about 25 sensoryfeatures of exocytosis (Evans and Morgan, 2003). PKA
neurons) for 2 hr first after control treatments and then after 5 also modulates other aspects of sensorin signaling. As
5-HT was applied. Sensorin B peptide was the antigen used to
was suggested for the actions of BDNF in contributing generate a rabbit polyclonal antibody (Prosci Inc., Poway, CA) that
to LTP in the hippocampus (Meyer-Franke et al., 1998; was affinity purified using the antigen itself (Liu et al., 2003). Cultures
were incubated with this anti-sensorin Ab or with protein A-purifiedDu et al., 2000; Patterson et al., 2001), cAMP and PKA
preimmune serum (400 ng/ml). Anti-sensorin or control Ab wascould modulate the activation of sensorin receptors,
added to cultures either throughout the 5-HT applications and 1 hrthe insertion of sensorin receptors in the membrane by
afterwards (for MAPK studies) or starting after the last applicationregulating membrane trafficking, or the translocation of
of 5-HT and throughout the posttreatment period (until the second
activated MAPK into sensory neuron nuclei. recording of EPSP amplitude). To test specificities of antibody or
Our results raise the possibility that synapse-specific peptide actions, sensorin and its Ab at equimolar concentrations
were preincubated for 30 min in L15 seawater prior to their applica-long-term plasticity (Casadio et al., 1999; Si et al., 2003)
tion to live cultures or to fixed cultures for immunostaining.is expressed through the sequential activation of multi-
Protein synthesis inhibitor anisomycin (10 M; Sigma, St. Louis,ple kinases. Activation of PKA at synaptic sites by 5-HT
MO) or rapamycin (50 nM; Sigma) was added to cultures 15 mincan lead to local regulation of sensorin secretion and
prior to and during 1 5-HT sensorin. During 1 5-HT sensorin,
activation of MAPK and additional kinases. PKA, MAPK, PKC inhibitor chelerythrine (10 M; Calbiochem, San Diego, CA),
and other kinases are very likely involved in regulating PKA inhibitor KT5720 (10 M; Calbiochem), MAPK inhibitor U0126
(10 M; Calbiochem), or the receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitor K252athe local translation of mRNA transported to distal sites
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(100 nM; Calbiochem) was added either for 1 hr before 1  5-HT or the manuscript; and Ms. Eve Vagg for assistance in preparing the
during the application of sensorin. K252a was also applied for a 2 hr figures. The research was supported by NIH grants MH 60387 and
period that included either 1 hr before or 1 hr after 5  5-HT treat- NS 42159. Animals were provided by the National Center for Re-
ments (see Results). Some cultures were treated with Sp cAMP (50 search Resources for Aplysia at the University of Florida in Miami,
M, Sigma) for 1 hr. After incubations, cultures were rinsed with which is supported by NIH grant RR-10294.
culture medium and placed back into the incubator for 1 hr for
immunocytochemical analyses (see below) or for 24 hr when EPSP Received: February 23, 2004
amplitudes were reexamined. Revised: June 3, 2004
Alexa fluorescent dye (Alexa 594, Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) Accepted: June 8, 2004
was injected by iontophoresis both prior to treatment and 24 hr Published: August 4, 2004
after treatment (Kim et al., 2003). Neurites and varicosities of the
injected sensory neurons contacting the major processes of L7 were References
imaged at both time points to detect any change in structure. The
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